
ABSTRACT

A High concentration of oxygen (>40%) is used as a life-saving therapy in preterm 

newborns since birth. By generating excess reactive oxygen species, however, 

hy peroxia can cause lung injury leading to bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD). 

Although hyperoxia-induced lung injury contributes to the evolution of BPD, 

the mechanisms by which hyperoxia contributes to the genesis of lung injury in 

preterm lungs are not yet fully defined, and there are no specific measures for the 

protection of preterm lungs against injury secondary to hyperoxia. Alveolar type 

II cells are key components of the alveolar structure, and they are res ponsible for 

the restoration of normal alveolar epithelium after acute lung injury. However, 

hyperoxia is primarily delivered to the alveolar epithelium and alveolar type II cells 

can be the main target for the injury secondary to hyperoxia. To date, my researches 

have been focused on injury of fetal alveolar type II cells exposed to hyperoxia and 

the role of anti-inflammatory cytokine, IL-10 minimizing fetal type II cell injury 

induced by hyperoxia. Based on my previous studies, this article summarizes the 

cellular and molecular mechanisms of fetal type II cell injury induced in the early 

stage of hyperoxia and the protective potency of IL-10 in fetal alveolar type II cells 

and neonatal lungs injured by hyperoxia.
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INTRODUCTION

Bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD) is the most common cause of morbidity and mortality 

in preterm infants1), and its incidence is approximately 34% in infants with a birth weight of less 
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than 1,000 g2). BPD has a multifactorial etiology, but one of the most 

immediate and frequent causes of BPD is lung injury imposed by 

hyperoxia1,3). To protect preterm lungs from injury secondary to 

hyperoxia, it is necessary to have a better understanding of how 

lung injury is induced in preterm lungs during hyperoxia; such 

understanding may lead to the develop ment of novel therapeutic 

strategies to attenuate lung injury in preterm newborns.

To date, studies on preterm lung injury associated with BPD 

have mainly focused on the pulmonary inflammatory response 

from inflammatory cells, including neutrophils and macrophages 

and their harmful effects on amplifying the inflammatory res-

ponse4). However, the role of fetal alveolar type II cells in the 

genesis of lung injury and the evolution of BPD in preterm lungs 

are not well established. In addition, in recent years, the features 

of “old” BPD have been replaced by “new” BPD, characterized by 

developmental lung impairment occurring during early postnatal 

life in preterm lungs.

In this review, based on our previous investigations and basic 

background, I summarize the injurious responses by which the 

short-term exposure of fetal alveolar type II cells (FATIICs) to 

hyperoxia contributes to the genesis of lung injury, as well as the 

effect of recombinant IL-10 (rIL-10) for the protection of FATIICs 

and neonatal lungs from injury secondary to short-term exposure 

to hyperoxia.

1. Alveolar type II cells 
Alveolar type II cells are a critical component of the alveolar 

structure. They participate in the pulmonary innate immune re-

sponse by secreting chemokines and cytokines and they secrete 

surfactants5,6). Most importantly, they are responsible for the 

restoration of the normal alveolar epithelium after acute lung 

in jury5,6), serve as a precursor for alveolar type I cells, and can 

produce vascular mitogens7). Hence, injury to alveolar type II cells 
8,9) and an imbalance between their death and proliferation are 

critical factors in determining the capacity of the epithelium to 

repair damage. Although alveolar type II cells play a crucial role as 

the defender and constructor of the alveolus, hyperoxia is primarily 

delivered to the alveolar epithelium, and alveolar type II cells can 

be the main target for injury induced by hyperoxia.

2. The major biological effects of hyperoxia
Although oxygen is necessary for aerobic cellular life, supraphy-

siologic concentrations of oxygen (>21%) can generate excess 

amounts of free radicals known as reactive oxygen species (ROS) 

10), the collective term for superoxide anions (O2
-), hydrogen 

peroxides (H2O2), hypochlorous acid (HOCl), and the hydroxyl 

radicals (-OH)3). These can cause havoc in cells by modifying 

proteins11), lipids12), and DNA13). Hyperoxia-generated ROS cause 

initial cellular injury through major biological effects including 

cell death, inflammation, modulation of cell growth and survival 

or stress response10). The NAD(P)H oxidase system is considered 

a major source of ROS generation14), and pulmonary injury can be 

compounded through secondary ROS production generated by 

inflammatory cells recruited to the lungs15).

3. Evolution of “old” to “new” BPD
“In research on BPD” in preterm infants, a growing amount of 

attention has recently been paid to “new” BPD distinguished from 

“old” BPD. “New” BPD is clinically characterized by progressive 

deterioration in lung function following a “honeymoon” period 

after only a few days of supplemental oxygen after birth; it is 

accompanied by respiratory failure and ultimately, evolution to 

BPD16). On the other hand, “old” BPD develops in preterm infants 

receiving supplemental oxygen for at least 28 days16). In addition, 

the pathologic findings of “new” BPD are characterized by alveolar 

and capillary hypoplasia16), leading to developmental arrest of 

the lungs17); this differs from the atelectasis, overinflation and 

fibroproliferation that characterize “old” BPD. These clinical and 

pathologic characteristics of “new” BPD may be related to the 

fact that the failure of alveolar type II cells to proliferate during the 

first postnatal week may permanently alter postnatal lung growth 

during a critical period of postnatal lung development8). This could 

play an important role in the evolution of “new” BPD from an early 

postnatal age in preterm infants8).

4. Death responses of FATIICs during the acute stage of     
hyperoxia

1) Necrosis increases and apoptosis does not in FATIICs during     

the acute stage of hyperoxia

The cardinal feature of hyperoxia is cell death14,18-21), which is 

caused by oxidative cell damage through increased production of 

ROS15). 

Cell death is generally recognized in two patterns: apoptosis 

and necrosis22). Apoptosis is defined as programmed cell death, 

and does not indicate that cells are dead, morphologically, it is 

characterized by nuclear shrinkage, chromatin condensation, and 

DNA fragmentation, while intracellular organelles and plasma 

membrane remain intact23). In contrast, necrosis is accidental 
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cell death and does indicate that cells are dead; it results from 

unscheduled, acute injury and is characterized by the acute dis-

ruption of cellular metabolism leading to ATP depletion, rupture 

of the plasma membrane, and mitochondrial and cytoplasma 

swelling22).

According to our previous observations, FATIICs generally 

show a necrotic aspect during the acute stage of hyperoxia rather 

than apoptosis24). Our laboratory investigated the response of 

fetal rat type II cell death following exposure to two different 

concentrations of hyperoxia (65%- and 85%-oxygen) for 36 

h24). The pattern of fetal type II cell death analyzed by FACscan 

showed that hyperoxia causes significant increases in cellular 

necrosis in proportion to the oxygen- concentration and in a time-

dependent manner from the early stage of hyperoxia, from 6 h 

for 85%-oxygen and from 12 h for 65%- oxygen. Apoptotic cells, 

however, do not increase significantly and decrease below levels 

observed in normoxic cells as time progresses24) (Fig. 1). In adult 

type II cells, similar findings have been reported19,20). Kazzaz et al.19) 

reported that, for cultured A549 cells, derived from human adult 

alveolar type II cells, exposure to hyperoxia for 6 days induced 

extensive cell swelling and death within a few days, and the cells 

did not present the typical features of apoptosis including nuclear 

chromatin condensation. Additionally, they demonstrated that, 

although apoptosis does not occur in cultured A549 cells exposed 

to hyperoxia for 6 days, exposure of cultured type II cells to lethal 

levels of H2O2 and superoxide (O2
-) for 4 and 18 h, respectively 

causes cell death via apoptosis in-vitro 19). These findings may 

imply that the activation of caspases requires high levels of start-

ing oxygen metabolites, such as H2O2 or superoxide rather than 

low concentra tions; therefore, apoptosis of type II cells may re-

quire another source for high levels of oxygen metabolites, such 

as inflammatory cells recruited to the lungs in-vivo. Similarly, 

A B 

C 

Fig. 1. Fetal type II cell death during the acute stage of hyperoxia. E19 type II cells were 
exposed to 65%- and 85%-hyperoxia for the indicated periods. Cells in room air were used 
as controls. (A) FACScans show distribution of cellular necrosis (left upper column) and 
apoptosis (right lower column) assessed by PI and AV staining under the conditions of 
the indicated concentrations of oxygen and normoxia. (B) The graphical depiction shows 
cellular necrosis (PI-positive, AV-negative) as a percentage of the total cell number under 
the conditions of the indicated concentrations of oxygen and normoxia. (C) The graphical 
depiction show early apoptosis (AV-positive, PI-negative) as a percentage of the total cell 
number under the conditions of the indicated concentrations of oxygen and normoxia. 
From Lee HS. Neonatal Med 2013;20:199–206 [24]. Abbrev iations: E19, embryonic day 19; PI, 
propidium iodide; AV, Annexin V. 
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Bustani P et al.25) reported that apoptosis decreased by around 

50% in cultured human fetal alveolar epithelial cells exposed to 

hyperoxia for 72 h compared to cells in normoxia (Normoxia=4.5% 

vs. Hyperoxia=2.5%).

Apoptosis is a form of regulated cell death that is an essential 

feature of development. In the range of 0-3%, it is a physiological 

event during lung morphogenesis26), and it provides a mechanism 

for tissue remodeling as well27). On the other hand, excessive apop-

tosis is involved in the pathogenesis of diseases15,19). 

From the early stage of hyperoxia, FATIICs die mainly via ne-

crosis, and apoptosis is not a prominent event that leads to cell 

death and reduces below physiologic levels as time progresses; 

this fact may support the idea of “new” BPD, because increased 

necrosis and decreased apoptosis in FATIICs secondary to short-

term exposure to hyperoxia from birth may interfere with the de-

velopment of preterm lungs in early postnatal life. 

2) Caspase-3 is not activated in FATIICs during the acute stage    

of  hyperoxia

In general, most cell lines including human adult small airway 

epithelial cells and endothelial cells die via apoptosis when 

cultured in hyperoxia. However, FATIICs do not undergo apoptotic 

change during the acute stage of hyperoxia. 

Based on our former observations regarding FATIIC death, our 

laboratory evaluated whether caspase-3 is activated in FATIICs 

exposed to hyperoxia. We found that caspase-3, a key executioner 

protein in apoptosis, is not activated in FATIICs during the acute 

stage at two different concentrations of hyperoxia (65%- and 

85%-hyperoxia)28,29). These findings are consistent with data from 

Kotecha’s group which reported that caspase-3 was not activated 

in human fetal alveolar epithelial cells during hyperoxia for 72 h25). 

The key event of apoptosis is the activation of caspases, and 

this requires adequate levels of ATP30-32), which is regulated in the 

mitochondria. Regarding the reason that apoptosis is not induced 

in FATIICs during the acute stage of hyperoxia, one hypothesis 

is that, during hyperoxia, the available amount of functional 

mitochondria and ATP, which are needed for caspase activation to 

initiate apoptosis in FATIICs, is deficient; therefore, FATIICs would 

progress to necrosis rather than apoptosis (Fig. 2). Another hy-

pothesis postulated is that fetal alveolar type II cells seem to use an 

alternative pathway for cell death, such as a caspase-in dependent 

cell death pathway, unlike other cell lines.

3) Non-caspase pathway is related to fetal type II cell death  

during the acute stage of hyperoxia 

To investigate whether the caspase-independent cell death 

pathway is related to FATIIC death during the acute stage of hy-

peroxia, we assessed the activation of the non-caspase protease, 

cathepsin B in FATIICs exposed to hyperoxia. From the results, we 

observed that the protein and the mRNA expression of cathepsin B 

are enhanced greatly in the early stage of hyperoxia in proportion 

to the increase in FATIIC necrosis28,29) (Fig. 3). 

Caspase-independent cell death is induced via non-caspase 

proteases released through lysosomal permeabilization. Cathep-

sins have attracted a great deal of attention as one of the non-

caspase proteases. Among the cathepsins, the role of cathepsin 

B in inducing cell death has been demonstrated in other cell 

lines and conditions, including lung cancers33-35). Lysosomal 

Fig. 2. A proposed mechanism for fetal type II cell death during 
the acute stage of hyperoxia. 

Fig. 3. Expression of cathepsin B in fetal type II cells during the 
acute stage of hyperoxia. E19 type II cells were exposed to 65%- 
and 85%-hyperoxia for the indicated periods. Cells in room 
air were used as controls. Western blots show that exposure to 
65%- and 85%-hyperoxia for 12 h and 24 h increases the level of 
cathepsin B compared to the control samples. From Lee HS, et al.  
Yonsei Med J 2013;54:445–52 [29]. Abbreviation: E19, embryonic 
day 19.
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permeabilization is the critical step in caspase-independent cell 

death; furthermore, ROS generated by hyperoxia act as a stimulus 

for lysosomal per meabilization. 

ROS-induced lysosomal permeabilization precedes mitochondrial 

dysfunction35-37). Presumably, in cases where lysosome breakdown 

is only partial, lysosomal extract, the released cathepsin B cleaves 

the proaoptotic protein, which translocates to the mitochondria, 

and then promotes the release of apoptogenic factors, resulting in 

apoptosis. Massive lysosomal breakdown, however, can induce 

cellular necrosis directly38).

On the other hand, the released lysosomal enzyme can act 

on the mitochondria directly without cleavage of proapoptotic 

proteins; this, leads to additional ROS generation, which, in turn, 

leads to more lysosomal permeabilization by creating a feedback 

loop39) (Fig. 2). This feedback phenomenon is supported by 

evidence showing that the addition of purified cathepsin B to 

mitochondria in-vitro results in substantial ROS generation39). In 

addition, it has been demonstrated that short-term exposure to 

low concentrations of H2O2 induces lysosomal rupture indirectly 

by activation of phospholipase A2 (PLA2), which would be 

expected to cause a progressive destabilization of the membranes 

of lysosomes or organelles40). Also, it has been reported that ROS-

stimulation of PLA2 may depend on the oxidative stress-mediated 

activation of Ca2+ signaling41). Hence oxidant-induced lysosomal 

permea bilization can be mediated by an increase in intracellular 

free Ca2+ as well42) (Fig. 2).

Taken the available evidences together, cathepsin B-mediated 

cell death during the acute stage of hyperoxia in FATIICs can be 

proposed as shown in Fig. 2. First, H2O2 generated by short-term 

exposure to hyperoxia can increase cytosolic Ca2+, which can 

induce cellular necrosis directly or stimulate PLA2. Then, stimu-

lation of PLA2 can result in lysosomal rupture, which would lead 

to excess release of cathepsin B. Subsequently, cellular necrosis 

can be induced (Fig. 2). Second, it can be presumed that low doses 

of H2O2 may induce mitochondrial dysfunction without cleavage 

of proapoptotic proteins; this activates PLA2 and subsequently 

leads to more lysosomal permeabilization. This, in turn, may 

induce the progressively increased release of cathepsin B and 

ultimately result in cellular necrosis. In addition, mitochondrial 

dysfunction induced by cathepsin B release may contribute to ATP 

depletion, which would be expected to progress to necrosis than 

the activation of caspases (Fig. 2). Overall, progressively increased 

necrosis may induce more ATP depletion, which may contribute to 

leading to additional necrosis (Fig. 2).

5. Fetal type II cell proliferation is inhibited during the acute     
stage of hyperoxia

During the acute stage of hyperoxia, the proliferation of fetal type 

II cells is inhibited43-46). Our recent data on the inhibition of type II 

cell proliferation during hyperoxia43) (Fig. 4) can be explained by 

DNA damage or cellular growth factor arrest3). Cell injury including 

cell necrosis secondary to hyperoxia may induce cellular growth 

arrest, which is an important defense mechanism against oxygen 

toxicity; moreover, the cells may remain in the G1 growth phase 

during hyperoxia, causing the cells to experience less DNA damage 

and cell death, and making more time available for less excision 

repair47). 

Regarding VEGF expression, our recent data show that there 

are significant decreases in VEGF expression in FATIICs during 

the acute stage of hyperoxia43); this is consistent with data from 

lung explants25,48) and bronchoalveolar lavage fluid up to the third 

postnatal day in preterm newborns with respiratory distress syn-

drome49). Epithelial-mesenchymal interactions are considered to 

be necessary for lung vascular development50), and alveolar type 

II cells can not only produce vascular mitogens8) but also undergo 

growth and differentiation in the presence of VEGF51). Hence, ex-

pression of VEGF from alveolar epithelial cells is presumed to be 

Fig. 4. Fetal type II cell proliferation during the acute stage of 
hyperoxia. E19 type II cells were exposed to 65%-hyperoxia for 
the indicated periods. Cells in room air were used as controls. The 
pictures show representative fluorescence immunocytochemistry 
fields of E19 type II cells exposed to 65%-hyperoxia for 24 h and 
36 h and parallel control samples/ From Lee HS, et al. Respir Res 
2011;12:68 [43]. BrdU positive cells are labeled red. Nuclei were 
counterstained with DAPI (blue). Scale bar=50 μm. Abbreviations: 
E19, embryonic day 19.
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responsible for alveolar development52).

Taking together, the inhibition of FATIIC proliferation and re-

duction of VEGF expression in FATIICs during the acute stage of 

hyperoxia may have effect on the impairment of lung development 

from early postnatal life in preterm lungs.

6. Inflammatory responses of FATIICs during the acute stage     
of hyperoxia

1) Responses of pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines

Our recent investigations show that pro-inflammatory cyto-

kines, including TNFα, IL-1β, and IL-6, do not change significantly, 

and IL-8 increases significantly in a time-dependent manner 

in FATIICs during the acute stage of hyperoxia43). On the other 

hand, anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10 decreases significantly 

in FATIICs during hyperoxia as time progresses43) (Fig. 5A, 

B). Presumably, our investigation of detection of low levels of 

TNF during hyperoxia43) may be related to our other result of 

inactivation of caspase-3 in FATIICs exposed to hyperoxia28,29), 

based on evidence showing that the inhibition of TNFα prevents 

hyperoxia-mediated activation of caspase-3 in type II cells53). In 

addition, the finding that TNFα is detected in low amounts (<20 

pg/mL) during the acute stage of hyperoxia43) implies that the 

role of TNFα is not clear in hyperoxic injury, and cytokine release 

may not be TNF-mediated in FATIICs during the acute stage of 

hyperoxia.

2) An imbalance between IL-8 and IL-10 production is generat-

ed  in FATIICs during hyperoxia

As mentioned in section 6-1), hyperoxia affects IL-8 and IL-10 

release in FATIICs during the acute stage of hyperoxia43). We have 

previously observed that IL-8 levels increased somewhat under 

normoxia43) (Fig. 5C), while IL-10 remained static over time43) 

(Fig. 5D); in contrast, under hyperoxic conditions, IL-8 increased 

significantly43) (Fig. 5C), while IL-10 decreased significantly43) (Fig. 

5D). Considering these responses, under hyperoxic conditions, 

IL-10 fails to optimize its protective effect compared to the nor-

moxic condition, and a stronger decrease in IL-10 may have a 

more dominant role than an increase in IL-8 in the genesis of an 

imbalance between pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines in 

A C 

D B 

Fig. 5. Effect of hyperoxia on IL-8 and IL-10 release from fetal type II cells. E19 type II 
cells were exposed to 65%-hyperoxia for the indicated periods of time. Cells in room air 
were used as controls. Supernatants were processed to assess IL-8 (A, C) and IL-10 (B, D) 
by ELISA in normoxic and hyperoxic cells. From Lee HS, et al. Respir Res 2011;12:68 [43]. 
Abbreviation: E19, em bryonic day 19.
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FATIICs during the acute stage of hyperoxia.

7. Effect of hyperoxia on the expression of IL-10 receptors 
and  the activation of IL-10 signaling proteins in FATIICs

IL-10 exerts its biological effects on cells by interacting with a 

specific cell surface receptor54). The IL-10 receptor is composed of 

two distinct subunits, and55), and both subunits are known to have 

roles in signal transduction events56,57). The anti-inflammatory 

effect of IL-10 is known to be dependent on the IL-10 activation 

of the JAK-STAT pathway58). In particular, IL-10 affects the acti-

vation of JAK1 and TYK2 via IL-10 receptor-α and-β, respectively. 

The activation of JAK1 and TYK2, in turn, allows the docking and 

subsequent activation of the STAT3 transcription factor59). Subse-

quently, STAT3 becomes phosphorylated, dimerizes, dissociates 

in the cytoplasm, and then translocates to the nucleus, where 

it functions as a transcriptional activator and can exert its anti-

inflammatory property58).

Hyperoxia increases the expression of IL-10 receptors, including 

the α- and β-subunits, in FATIICs during hyperoxia59) (Fig. 6). This 

implies that exogenous IL-10 can exert its property by binding to 

IL-10 receptors expressed in FATIICs during hyperoxia. However, 

hyperoxia down-regulates the activation of IL-10’s signaling 

proteins, including JAK1, TYK2, and STAT3 phosphorylation59) 

(Fig. 7); presumably, this down-regulation results in IL-10 failing 

to optimize its anti-inflammatory property in FATIICs exposed to 

hyperoxia. 

8. The effect of rIL-10 in the protection of preterm lungs from      
injury induced by hyperoxia

1) The effect of rIL-10 in the protection of FATIICs exposed to     

hyperoxia; in-vitro 

IL-10 is the most potent anti-inflammatory cytokine described 

to date60). Pre-incubation of FATIICs with rIL-10 prior to exposure 

to hyperoxia protects against FATIIC injury by decreasing cellular 

necrosis and IL-8 release and increasing cell proliferation and 

VEGF expression43). Besides the cellular effects on FATIICs, ad-

ministration of rIL-10 suppresses the expression of cathepsin B in 

FATIICs exposed to hyperoxia29).

2) The effect of rIL-10 on the expression of IL-10 receptors and      

the activation of IL-10’s signaling proteins in fetal type II cells; 

in-vitro 

Administration of rIL-10 to FATIICs before exposure to hy-

peroxia increases the expression of IL-10 receptors including the α- 

and β-subunits, to the levels as high as those seen under hyperoxia 

(Fig. 6) and reverts the inhibitory effect on signaling proteins 

including JAK1, TKY2, and STAT3 phosphorylated proteins59) (Fig. 

7). 

3) The effect of rIL-10 administered to newborn lungs:  in-vivo 

We carried out an in-vivo animal experiment, in which rIL-10 

was given to newborn rats aged P4 via intratracheal instillation 

prior to exposed to hyperoxia for 24 h. Our preliminary results 

show that the infiltration of pulmonary inflammatory cells de-

creases remarkably in rIL-10-treated lungs (Fig. 8C) compared 

to untreated lungs (Fig. 8B). Control lungs show numerous, 

smaller distal air spaces which is compatible with the normal age-

matched lungs (Fig. 8A), while hyperoxic lungs without rIL-10 

show markedly reduced air spaces represented by collapsed or 

fewer, larger and irregular air spaces (Fig. 8B). rIL-10-treated lungs, 

    

B 

A 

    

Fig. 6. Surface expression of IL-10 receptors in hyperoxic and rIL-
10-treated cells. E19 type II cells were exposed to 65%-hyperoxia 
for the indicated period. Cells in room air were used as controls. 
The graphical depictions show that the peaks of IL-10 receptor-α 
(A) and -β (B) are shifted to the right in the hyperoxic and rIL-
10-treated cells compared to the controls, representing that the 
cell counts for the binding of FITC-conjugated IL-10 receptor-α 
(A) and -β (B) antibodies increase in the hyperoxic and the rIL-
10-treated cells compared to the controls. From Lee HS, et al.  
with permission from Asian Society for Pediatric Research [59]. 
Abbreviation: E19, embryonic day 19.
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however, show preserved air spaces represented by round and 

numerous air spaces (Fig. 8C) compared to untreated lungs (Fig. 

8B) (data not yet published). 

CONCLUSION

Short-term exposure to hyperoxia induces injurious responses 

in FATIICs, as follows : 1) Necrosis of FATIICs increases from the 

early stage of hyperoxia, while apoptosis, not being a prominent 

event leading to cell death, decreases in FATIICs during the acute 

stage of hyperoxia; 2) The pro-inflammatory cytokine IL-8 in-

creases significantly from the early stage of hyperoxia, while IL-

10 shows the opposite response, indicating that an imbalance 

between pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines is generated in 

FATIICs from the early stage of hyperoxia; 3) Cell proliferation 

and VEGF expression decrease in FATIICs during the acute stage 

of hyperoxia.; 4) Lysosomal protease, cathepsin B is increasingly 

activated in FATIICs during the acute stage of hyperoxia. Additio-

nally, hyperoxia induces a marked increase in the infiltration of 

the inflammatory cells and a significant destruction of air spaces 

within 24 h in newborn lungs. These injurious responses can be 

augmented or limited by administration of rIL-10 to FATIICs and 

the newborn lungs from the early stage of hyperoxia.

Lastly, it is well worth mentioning that hyperoxia-induced 

lung injury begins from a very early stage of hyperoxia, and these 

pathologic processes may be related to the evolution of “new” 

BPD; therefore, we need to pay closer attention to minimizing lung 

A B 

C 

Fig. 7. IL-10 signaling proteins in hyperoxic and rIL-10-treated cells. E19 type II cells 
were exposed to 65%-hyperoxia for the indicated period. Cells in room air were used as 
controls. IL-10 signaling proteins were assessed by Western blot using phospho-specific 
antibodies. During hyperoxia, phosphorylated JAK1(A), TYK2 (B), and STAT3 (C) are 
sup pressed significantly compared to the controls, whereas they are enhanced in the 
rIL-10-treated cells compared to the untreated cells (A, B, C). From Lee HS, et al. with 
permission from Asian Society for Pediatric Research [59]. 

Fig. 8. Conventional histology of newborn rat lungs untreated and treated with rIL-10. 
Histological findings (200×) were evaluated by hematoxylin/eosin staining of the left lung 
of newborn age-matched control animals at P5. (A) Histology of control rat lungs in room 
air. (B) Histology of rat lungs exposed to 65%-hyperoxia for 24 h. (C) Histology of rat lungs 
treated with intratracheal instillation of rIL-10 prior to exposure to 65%-hyperoxia for 24 h. 
Abbreviation: P5, postnatal day 5.
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injury starting in the early postnatal stage in the lives of preterm 

newborns. To protect preterm lungs from the early postnatal 

age, IL-10 may have potential effects as a novel therapeutic 

strategy. Finally, continuous research is required to establish the 

appropriate and safe effects of IL-10 as a pharmacological thera-

peutic strategy to protect preterm lungs at from an early postnatal 

age.
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